Alfresco Floors

Hard Landscaping, Made Easy…

Data Sheet: The Ebema ‘Custom Concrete’ Paving System
Beautiful as they are, timber
decks and porcelain tiles are
never going to meet the price
and performance requirements of
projects which demand far more
strength and resilience, for
significantly less money. To
facilitate these typical
‘streetscape’ projects, the
Alfresco Floors range of Ebema
‘custom concrete’ pavers is all
about looks, performance, value
and (unusually in this market)
customisation – over 500SqM
you can specify your own size
and colour, for no extra cost.
We have selected the Belgian manufactured ‘Ebema’ products for distribution into the
UK for many reasons - but most significantly the colour consistency, the live load
capabilities and the exacting dimensional accuracy make these the best quality
concrete paving and streetscape products that we have found, anywhere in Europe.
Our ‘off the shelf’ collection (always held in stock) includes 3 different surface finishes,
20 standard sizes, 30 standard colours – and is available up to 1m across by up to
80mm deep. Beyond this, bespoke combinations of size and colour are readily
available (with nominal set up costs under 500SqM) and, if required, clients can
actually design their own unique surface patterns at the Ebema ‘Colour Laboratory’.

The ‘Colour Laboratory’ at Ebema’s HQ
in Belgium, where clients can spend the
day experimenting with over 200 different
aggregates to create pavers with their
own bespoke colours and surfaces.

The two most popular commercial surfaces from Ebema are Rockstone and Carreau –
both available in all the colours and sizes most suited to large scale, high traffic, public
space paving projects. In addition, Ebema also produce a high-spec domestic paver
called Megasmooth, which can be specified just 40mm thick and up to 1m wide.

Ebema is a family run business with over 70
years’ experience in the design, development
and production of concrete pavers and
streetscape accessories. Ebema have supplied
their products to commercial and residential
sites all across Northern Europe and they have
refined the look and quality of their pavers all
along the way. It’s a combination of
experience, aesthetics and efficiency that has
made them immensely successful in mainland
Europe. To keep pace with current demand for
their products over there, they recently invested
€20m in a massive new manufacturing and storage facility - from where they can
produce pavers in vast numbers (at very competitive prices) and from where we can
deliver stock items to the UK just a few days after receiving an order.

Ebema Sample Colours Gallery

Carreau- Gris Naturel

Carreau – Marbre Brun

Carreau – Marbre Gris

Carreau – Tricolore Cendre

Rockstone – Blue Steel

Rockstone - Diamond

Carreau - Nuance

Carreau – Rouge Noir

Rockstone - Ivory

Rockstone - Maroon

Carreau – Cedar Dust

Carreau – Mocca Dust

Surface, Sizes and Colours Calculator
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100x100
100x50
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50x50

4cms
100x100
100x50
60x60
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Colour Codes (all available to order if not a stock colour)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Silver
Dimgrey
Dark
Blue Steel
Diamond
Big White
Maroon
Black

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Ebony
Ginger
Ivory
Grand Blanc
Gris Naturel
Arduna
Carbon
Latte

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Alfresco Floors

Turf
Cedar Dust
Tricolore Cendre
Tricolore Panache
Marbre Gris
Marbre Brun
Nuance
Mocca Dust

25
26
27
28
BC

Henna
Blue Velvet
Grey Velvet
Cream Velvet
Rouge Noir

BC

Bespoke Colour

Hard Landscaping, Made Easy…

The Ebema paving collection is distributed nationally across the UK by Alfresco Floors.
For more information email info@AlfrescoFloors.co.uk or call us on 020 8977 0904

Company Background:

Alfresco Floors are based in West
London and work nationwide. We
concentrate exclusively on exterior
hard landscaping. We specialise
in the supply of 20mm porcelain
tiles, concrete paving, or timber
and composite decks. We usually
install this as raised floors on
terraces and balconies, or as
commercial hard landscaping.

Alfresco Floors offer technical design consultancy, material supply, in-house
installation teams, or usually a ‘turn-key’ combination of all three of these services.
The people at Alfresco Floors have a long and well respected track record of over 25
years in exterior floors, all over the UK. During this time we have become familiar with
all manner of materials, all sorts of technical challenges, and just about every ‘raised
floor’ installation system. As a direct consequence of this practical, first hand
experience, we now focus our efforts exclusively on carefully selected products and
solutions that we know offer the best combination of price, prestige and practicality.
In addition to projects which use just one of our four exterior materials (porcelain,
concrete, timber or composites) we also cater for the growing trend towards ‘hybrid’
hard-landscaping, where architects and designers are looking to combine mixed
materials in more elaborate layouts. To facilitate this, the materials and installation
systems we supply have been chosen to work together technically and aesthetically.
Our aim, wherever possible, is to provide an easy, comprehensive ‘one stop shop’ for
architects and designers. By selecting one of our integrated Alfresco Floors systems,
you will simplify what might otherwise have been a much more complex combination of
landscaping product requirements, sourced from several different suppliers.
Currently we import and supply three complementary systems in our exterior range;
AirScape (20mm porcelain paving on height adjustable pedestals), Ebema (off the
shelf or bespoke concrete paving) and Grad (hidden fixing, clip grip decking).

